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iTunes U Hits One
Billion Downloads
Apple announced that its iTunes U service has hit one
billion downloads, less than six years after its official debut.
“It’s inspiring to see what educators
and students of all types are doing with
iTunes U,” said Eddy Cue, Apple’s
senior vice president of Internet
Software and Services. “With the
incredible content offered on iTunes U,
students can learn like never before―
there are now iTunes U courses with more than 250,000
students enrolled in them, which is a phenomenal shift in
the way we teach and learn.”
Apple notes that over 1,200 colleges and universities and
over 1,200 K-12 schools are using iTunes U, offering
thousands of public and private courses through the service.
Over 60% of iTunes U downloads are coming from outside
of the United States.
Apple also touts the sheer size of some of iTunes U’s
offerings, with several universities offering courses seeing
enrollments of over 100,000 and Stanford University
and The Open University each having topped 60 million
downloads of their content.

by John Buckley

This month we will check out the latest version of
Photoshop Elements, the Mac application that has been
around for a number of years.
The new version was released
not quite a full year after Adobe
last released a new version of its
consumer-centric
image
editor,
Photoshop Elements. During this
time, the company worked hard to
incorporate more code from its big
brother, and the impressive results are
available now.
The first thing you’ll notice about Photoshop Elements 11
is that it seems to be trading places with its big brother.
Where Photoshop CS6 introduced a new, darker user
interface seemingly borrowed from last year’s Elements
10, version 11 features an eye-pleasing light gray that’s
generally brighter and more user-friendly, with larger
icons that won’t strain the eyes.
With each passing year, Photoshop Elements continues
to feel like a more complete offering than iPhoto. Adobe
Continued on page 8.
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple
Computer User Group. Meetings are held the second
Wednesday of each month (except July and August)
in Room 212 of Troy High School, located on Burdett
Avenue, Troy, NY.
Annual membership fee is $10.00. Membership privileges include this newsletter, access to a large public
domain software and video/audio tape library, local
vendor discounts, special interest groups, and other
special offers.

by John Buckley
Dan Frakes of Macworld points out a number of ways to
improve your use of Spotlight, the system wide search
tool for Mac. The easiest way to access OS X’s powerful
Spotlight search technology is using the systemwide
Spotlight menu. But chances are you aren’t getting as much
out of this menu as you could be. In a Macworld video, Dan
Frakes show you a few tricks for making the most of the
Spotlight menu. The article is the transcript from the video.

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.
The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.

Make the Most of the Spotlight Menu

Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.

A p p l e ’s S p o t l i g h t s e a r c h
technology is everywhere in OS X,
but the easiest and quickest way to
use it is the systemwide Spotlight
menu: the little magnifying-glass
icon at the far right end of your
menu bar. Click this icon, and
you can instantly search for many
kinds of files and data on your hard—even applications;
just select a result to open it.
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by Dan Frakes, Macworld

But chances are you aren’t getting as much out of this menu
as you could be. In this video, I’m going to show you a few
tricks for making the Spotlight menu more useful.
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Tweak your Spotlight settings: Before I get to the menu
itself, let’s take a trip to the Spotlight pane of System
Preferences. First, click the Privacy tab. If there are
particular volumes or folders you never want Spotlight
to search, drag them into the list here. Items contained
in these folders and volumes will never appear in your
Spotlight-menu search results.
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Click the Search Results tab, and you can choose which
kinds of items appear in Spotlight-menu search results.
Uncheck any item you want to omit. For example, I
personally never search for email messages using the
Spotlight menu, so I’ve unchecked Messages & Chats.
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You can also choose the order in which items appear in
Spotlight-menu search results by dragging categories up or
down the list. I’ve got Documents, PDF Documents, and
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Internet SIG
5 Ways to Find Free WiFi
Wherever You Go
by Kim Komando

When you’re on the go, you want the
ability to email and access important
documents in the cloud with your
smartphone, tablet or laptop. Maybe
you just want to find a quiet spot to
scan the news and sports headlines
of the day.
At a free Wi-Fi hot spot, you can connect with little hassle,
and you won’t be using your cellular data plan and risking
overage charges.
Unfortunately, finding free Wi-Fi hot spots isn’t always
easy. Spending just a few dollars a day for Wi-Fi access
can add up pretty quickly and shoot a hole in your budget.
With the right tools, however, you’ll never be too far from
a free hot spot. You might have to walk another block or
two, but the money you’ll save will be worth it.
You may even find a new favorite coffee shop or restaurant!
Just remember to stay safe. You want to turn off file sharing
and be smart about mobile banking and shopping. Click
here for ways to use public Wi-Fi safely.
1. Think outside the Wi-Fi box
Everyone knows they can get free Wi-Fi at McDonald’s
and Starbucks. But if you’re trying to cut back on fries
and cappuccinos, there are unexpected places you can try.
Truckers are some of the most connected workers on the
planet, and they make sure their truck stops have speedy
Internet access as well as decent food. Some independent
truck stops offer free Wi-Fi to lure truckers away from the
chains, which may charge a small fee.
Does your car need a wash or an oil change? Many auto
shops offer free Wi-Fi to keep customers happy while
they wait.

If you’re in a new city or neighborhood, tap the Yelp!
app on your tablet to summon a list of nearby restaurants
and shops. Reviewers on Yelp! often point out which
businesses have Wi-Fi available.
2. Join hotel loyalty programs and use coupons
Cadging a motel’s open Wi-Fi network as a guest - or from
the parking lot - was easy a few years ago. Not anymore.
Many inns password-protect their networks and charge
guests $10 or more a day for Wi-Fi access.
However, some chains offer complimentary Wi-Fi if
you belong to their loyalty programs. Even if you’re not
booking a room, a sympathetic desk clerk or server might
give you a password if you’re a loyal customer.
You can also snag free Wi-Fi coupons from your favorite
hotels at RetailMeNot when you’re ready to book a stay.
3. Tap into Wi-Fi databases
When possible, it’s best to look up free Wi-Fi hot spots in
the area you plan to travel. That’s where Wi-Fi databases
come in handy.
The Wi-Fi FreeSpot Directory has thousands of free spots.
It organizes hot spots by state or business and has special
sections for airports and hotels. You can even find RV parks
and campgrounds with hot spots. Instead of listing sites as
a directory, the JiWire website lets you search by city, state
and ZIP code and see hot spots plotted on a map. You can
organize results to list paid hot spots, as well, though free
is always going to be the best place to start.
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Don’t forget libraries and other public places. City halls,
courts and even parks frequently offer Wi-Fi connectivity.
So do some grocery stores, which often have fine coffee
bars and cafes of their own. Department stores and
shopping malls are other options.

Continued on page 9.
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Education SIG
Technology Guidelines for
PARCC Assessments Version 2.1
As New York State as well as other states move toward new assessments based on the new Common Core Curricula
to be used by educators throughout the country, initial guidelines are being issued for technology requirements for the
administration of the assessments which will be used in the 2014-2015 school year. These guidelines are being issued
by the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers of which New York State is a member. More
information can be found at: http://www.parcconline.org/technology.

The Partnership for the Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) is pleased to provide these technology
guidelines to inform schools and districts as they make technology decisions to best meet the instructional needs of their
students. The information in this document is intended to answer questions about whether existing computer inventories
and new instructional hardware that schools may purchase as they implement the Common Core States Standards, will
also meet PARCC’s 2014-15 minimum requirements for computer-based assessment administration.
External Connection to the
Internet
Internal School Network

Minimum Specifications

Recommended Specifications

To be determined by October 2013

100 kbps per student or faster

To be determined by October 2013

1
Desktop, Laptop, Netbook, and Thin Client /VDI Computers
Operating System
Minimum Specifications
3,4Windows XP – Service Pack 3
Windows
Mac OS

Mac OS 10.5

Linux

Ubuntu 9-10, Fedora 6

Chrome OS
Memory

Chrome OS 19
512 MB of RAM
Computers must be able to connect
to the Internet via wired or wireless
networks.
9.5 inch screen size or larger

Screen Size
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Connectivity

1000 kbps per student or faster

Recommended Specifications
Windows 7 or newer
Mac OS 10.7 or newer
Linux: Ubuntu 11.10, Fedora 16 or
newer
Chrome OS 19 or newer
1 GB RAM or greater
Computers must be able to connect to the Internet via wired or
wireless networks.
9.5 inch screen size or larger
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Screen Resolution

1024 x 768 resolution or better
Keyboard Mouse or Touchpad or
Touchscreen

Input Device Requirements

1024 x 768 resolution or better

Keyboard Mouse or Touchpad or
Touchscreen

The input device must allow students to select/deselect, drag, and highlight
text, objects, and areas. The input device must allow students to enter letters, numbers, and symbols and shift, tab, return, delete, and backspace. To
meet security guidelines, each Bluetooth/wireless keyboard must be configured to pair with only a single computer during assessment administration.
Other assistive technologies may be needed for students requiring accommodations. PARCC will release Accessibility Guidelines and Accommodations Guidelines in June 2013.
Headphones/Earphones Microphone

Headphone/Earphone and
Microphone Requirements

Headphones/earphones are required for all students for all PARCC assessments. Some student accommodations may also require headphones/
earphones (e.g., text to speech).
Microphones are required for all students taking the Speaking and Listening
Assessment. Some student accommodations may also require microphones
(e.g., speech to text, voice controls) for other parts of the PARCC assessments.
1 Each computer operating in a thin client environment must meet or exceed
minimum hardware specifications, as well as bandwidth and security requirements.
2 Computers meeting only the minimum specifications for the 2014-2015
assessment are not likely to be compatible beyond the 2015-2016 assessment. PARCC recommends that schools upgrade from the oldest operating
systems and lowest memory levels as soon as possible.
3 Windows XP will no longer be supported by Microsoft after April 8, 2014,
presenting security and support risks for schools. (http://windows.microsoft.
com/en-US/windows/end-support-help)

Additional Guidance

4 Computers running Windows XP-Service Pack 3 may require a web
browser other than Internet Explorer due to HTML5 compatibility limitations.
PARCC will issue specific web browser guidance by October 2013.
5 Computers must accommodate the 1024 x 768 screen resolution minimum
without panning. PARCC recognizes that some netbook computers may
have screen resolutions slightly less than the 1024 x 768 minimum, yet may
meet all other minimum requirements. Depending on netbook model specifics, school technology administrators may be able to reset screen resolution
to meet PARCC guidelines. By October 2013, following final test design,
PARCC will establish a means for schools to evaluate if particular netbook
devices are able to display PARCC assessment items without requiring students to scroll or pan.
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Tablets
Recommended Specifications

Operating System

Minimum Specifications

Android

Android 4.0 (with 512 MB RAM or greater)

Android 4.0 or newer (with 1GB
RAM or greater)

Apple iOS

iPad 2 running iOS 6 (with 512 MB RAM or
greater)

iPad 2 or newer running iOS6
or newer (with 512 MB RAM or
greater)

Windows

6Windows 8 (with 512 MB RAM or greater)

Memory

By operating system

Connectivity

Computers must be able to connect to the
Internet via wired or wireless networks.

Screen Size

9.5 inch screen size or larger7
1024 x 768 resolution5 or better

Screen Resolution

6Windows 8 or newer (with 1GB
RAM or greater)
By operating system
Computers must be able to connect to the Internet via wired or
wireless networks.
9.5 inch screen size or larger7
1024 x 768 resolution5 or better

Keyboard Touchscreen or Mouse
Keyboard Touchscreen or Mouse
Due to the onscreen space occupied by a tablet’s virtual keyboard, PARCC assessments will require external keyboards for test takers using tablets so as not
to limit or obscure the view of test item content and related functionalities when
text input is required. Research studies to be conducted by PARCC in Spring
2013 are intended to yield data on students’ use of virtual versus external keyboards. PARCC will refine this guidance as needed based on these results.
Input Device Requirements

External keyboards must allow students to enter letters, numbers, and symbols
and shift, tab, return, delete, and backspace. Tablet touchscreen interfaces can
be used for student interactions with the assessments other than text input,
including to select/deselect, drag, and highlight text, objects, and areas. To meet
security guidelines, each Bluetooth/wireless keyboard must be configured to pair
with only a single computer during assessment administration.
Other assistive technologies may be needed for students requiring accommodations. PARCC will release Accessibility Guidelines and Accommodations Guidelines in June 2013.
Headphones/Earphones Microphone
Headphones/earphones are required for all students for all PARCC assessments. Some student accommodations may also require headphones/ earphones (e.g., text to speech).
Microphones are required for all students taking the Speaking and Listening Assessment. Some student accommodations may also require microphones (e.g.,
speech to text, voice controls) for other parts of the PARCC assessments.
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6PARCC has not yet evaluated the compatibility of Windows RT for 2014-2015.
Further information will be issued on Windows RT in Version 3.0 of the PARCC
Guidelines.
Additional Guidance

7Smaller tablets (screen size less than 9.5”), e-readers, and smart phones will

not be supported and will not be compatible with PARCC assessments for 20142015.

Apple Ambassador
Continued from page 2.

Folders at the top of my list, because those are the items I
search for most often.
At the bottom of the window, you can also choose your
keyboard shortcut for activating the Spotlight menu.
Pressing this shortcut, no matter what you’re doing in
which app, displays the Spotlight search field, ready for
you to type your query.
Refine your searches: While simply typing a word or
two—or even just part of a word—will often be enough for
Spotlight to find what you’re looking for, sometimes it will
find so many matching items that the menu can’t display
them all (or displays too few of the particular type of file
you’re looking for). The solution is to use better queries.
If you’re searching for a phrase, the easiest tweak is
to enclose your search in quotation marks. This forces
Spotlight to look for that exact phrase, rather than for the
individual words it contains.
A bit more advanced are Spotlight options for designating
the type of thing you’re searching for. You do this using
keywords. For example, if I’m looking for a folder with
the word test in its name, I can add kind:folder (with no
spaces) after test to restrict the search to folders. Other
kinds include contact, email, image, movie, music, and pdf.
(By limiting the kind of item displayed in results, the menu
can also show you many more results of that kind of item.)
Similarly, Spotlight indexes the name, contents, and
metadata of all your documents, so you’ll find that a
document search for the word test produces a slew of
documents with test anywhere in its contents or metadata.
But type kind:document name:test and your results
include only those documents with test in the actual file
name. Spotlight even knows the dimensions of images:
kind:image width:580 height:388 shows you images that
are 580 pixels wide by 388 pixels tall.

You can also use boolean operators (OR or NOT) with
keyword criteria: date:today NOT app shows you all items
created, modified, or opened today, but omits applications.
Similarly, you can omit particular words from your results
by adding the minus sign (-) to the beginning of each. For
example, kind:pdf name:sports -authority searches for PDF
documents with sports in the name, but omits results that
contain authority, thus ignoring your online receipts from
Sports Authority when you’re looking for your daughter’s
sports-camp schedule.
Calculate, Define, and Browse: The Spotlight menu
can also do things other than find items on your drive.
Near the bottom of the results menu are a few of these
special options. Choose Look Up to look up your word (or
common phrase) in OS X’s Dictionary app. (If, like me,
you generally need synonyms more often than definitions,
open the Dictionary app, open its preferences window, and
drag the thesaurus source to the top of the list. Now you’ll
get thesaurus info first.)
Choose Search Web For [your search term] to perform
a Web search, using the search engine you’ve chosen in
Safari’s preferences, for your query.
Choose Search Wikipedia For [your search term] to
perform a Wikipedia search. Although it might seem as
though this option would use your Web browser, it instead
uses the Wikipedia module of the Dictionary app.
Finally, if you type a numeric equation into the Spotlightmenu’s search field, the first item in the results list will be
the solution to that equation. You can even copy that result
to the clipboard for pasting elsewhere. (Use the arrow keys
to select the result, and then press Command+C.) Typing
pi gives you, well, pi, and ^ means “to the power of.”
Spotlight actually understands a variety of mathematical
notations and functions.
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Other possible keywords include author (for an item’s
author metadata), label (for the name of an item’s Finder
label), date (for the item’s creation or modification date),
and modified (for the item’s modification date).
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Preview items: If you’re not sure if a particular item is
what you were looking for, you don’t have to open it to
see. Just hover the pointer over an item, and a Quick Look
popover appears showing a preview of that item. (You can
also use the arrow keys to select an item, and then press
Command+Y to show the preview.) For the Dictionary
option, you see a preview of the actual Dictionary entry.
If an item is a multi-page document or webpage, move
the pointer over the preview and you can scroll through
the pages. If it’s a movie or audio file, moving the pointer
over the preview gives you a Play button.
The preview popover for contacts offers additional options.
Click the category text next to a phone number, address,
email address, or URL and you can, for example, send a
message, open an address in Google Maps, or view the
info in large type on your screen.
When viewing the preview popover for a file or folder,
pressing Command shows you the item’s full name and
then shows its file path. Press Command+Option to show
the file path immediately.
Work with items directly: Once you’ve found what you
want, you can of course open it, but you can also grab it
and drag it out of the menu. Drag it to the Desktop or to
a Finder window to copy it there, or drag it onto or into
an application to use the item in that app. If you hold
Command+Option when dragging an item, you create an
alias to the item wherever you drop its icon.
Keyboard shortcuts: One last thing: If you’re a keyboard
person like me, you’ll be happy to learn that the Spotlight
menu offers keyboard shortcuts for most of its features.
For example, after typing your search query, press
Command to immediately show a preview of the top
result, or press Command+T to immediately open that
item. Command+L shows a Quick Look preview of
the dictionary or thesaurus entry for the search term,
Command+D opens it in the Dictionary app, Command+K
opens Dictionary to the Wikipedia entry for the search term,
and Command+B performs a Web search.
You can use the arrow keys to select a result in the menu, and
then press Return to open the item, or Command+Return
(for a file or folder) to reveal the item in the Finder. If you
instead wait a moment, a Quick Look preview appears.
You can also press Command+I to open the Finder’s Get
Info window for the selected item.

I’ve included the full list of keyboard shortcuts here. (These
shortcuts are for OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion; most have
equivalents in OS X 10.7 Lion.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Activate Spotlight menu: Command+Spacebar
(configurable)
Move up or down in results: Up and Down arrows,
respectively
Move to first item in next (or previous) category:
Command+Down (or Up) arrow
View dictionary/thesaurus popover: Command+L
View term in Dictionary app: Command+D
View Wikipedia entry in Dictionary app: Command+K
Perform web search for search term: Command+B
Preview Top Hit: Command
Open Top Hit: Command+T
Use arrow keys to select an item, then:			
- Open item: Return, Enter, or Command+O
- Reveal item in Finder: Command+Return or
Command+R
- Show file name, then path: Command
- Show path immediately: Command+Option
- Display Finder Info window: Command+I
Clear search field: Escape
Close Spotlight menu: Escape when search field is empty

Program Coordinator
Continued from page 1.

has made the software even more appealing this year
by combining powerful Photoshop CS6 features with, a
slick, friendly new user interface. It’s well worth the extra
money for frustrated iPhoto users looking to go beyond
the basics.
To find out what’s happening, GAAB is the place to be.
So be sure to be at our March meeting and every meeting
to find out the best information about the Mac and other
Apple products.
The March meeting will be held at St. Mary’s Hospital in
the Leonard Board Room on Wednesday, March 13, 2013.
The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. St. Mary’s Hospital is
located at 1300 Massachusetts Avenue in Troy NY.
However, the best route to take from the Northway is the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
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Merge onto NY-7 East from the Northway.
Follow Route 7 to Troy where it becomes Hoosick
Street.
Turn left on Oakwood Avenue (10 Street/NY-40) which
is the first light after the bridge and bare right.
Turn right on Sausse Avenue. Turn left onto Lindenwood
Court. When you come to the first entrance to the
hospital parking lot, turn left and park.
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Internet SIG

MacFixIt Answers

On the road, the JiWire App will tap into your phone’s GPS
to find you the closest free or paid hot spot. You can even
navigate to it once you’ve picked it. If you find a location
that isn’t listed, you can submit it to JiWire’s database
right from the app.

Question: Restoring a lost
administrative account

by Topher Kessler

Continued from page 3.

4. Free Wi-Fi access from your cable company
If you use cable for Internet access at home, you may be
surprised to know that many providers have dedicated hot
spots in third-party businesses. You can sign on to a hot
spot run by your ISP at no charge.
Check your provider’s website. Most of them have handy
maps where you can search for hot spots. Just enter a
nearby ZIP code and take a peek. Some providers even
have apps you can download that give Wi-Fi locations.
Even better, five major providers allow each other’s
customers to sign onto hot spots for free: Bright House
Networks, Cox, Optimum, Time Warner and Xfinity. Called
the CableWiFi project, this alliance opens up more than
100,000 free hot spots nationwide.
5. Tether your phone
Tethering allows you to turn your smartphone’s cellular
Internet connection into a Wi-Fi hot spot for your tablet
or laptop. It doesn’t cost anything extra to tether if you
have a shared data plan from Verizon or AT&T. If you
never looked at saving money by switching to a shared
data plan, use my data plan calculator.
Tethering is slower than regular Wi-Fi, and it’ll use up
your smartphone’s battery and data. But it’s great when
you need a few minutes to securely send or receive a file
from a tablet or laptop.
Android users who aren’t on a shared data plan can try
free third-party tethering apps like FoxFi or Easy Tether.

Attention GAAB’er
Members

MacFixIt reader Morten Bo asks:
I deleted the Admin user on my account. From the
beginning I have created 2 user accounts on my Mac (One
of them the Admin account). I can still sign in through
account No. 2, but trying to recreate the user Admin
account I deleted doesn’t work. I remember the Admin
settings, but because my Mac will not approve username
and password I’m now trying to log in and change in User
and groups.
Can you by any chance help me to recreate the Admin
User? All the Admin user files and libraries are still
available in/on the Macintosh HD/User library.
Answer:
This can be easily done several different ways, but the
quickest is to remove a small hidden file from the system
and thereby force it to use the setup assistant again. In here
you can create a new admin user account, which you can
then use to recreate any old lost accounts. You can follow
the steps in this article.
Question: Removing an unused account
MacFixIt reader BP asks:
I bought my daughter a MacBook Pro, so no longer need
her account on our Mac. How can I delete her account and
recover the space?
Answer:
To delete a user account go to the Users & Groups system
preferences and then authenticate as an administrator
by clicking the lock. Then select the desired account in
the Accounts list and click the minus sign to remove it.
Following this you will have the option to entirely delete
the account, archive its documents and settings, or leave
the documents and settings as is. If you choose not to delete
the account, you can go to the system’s Users directory
later and manually remove the account’s home folder to
reclaim any space that it uses.

Please pay your 2012-2013
dues to Cecila MacDonald.
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We Are What We Use

This summer at its annual IO event, with much fanfare Google
introduced us to Glass: the first truly wearable, perhaps even
viable, head-mounted computing device. Patently sci-fiinspired, the device hugs your face like some half-cocked
visor, projecting tiny bits of relevant, contextual, real-time
data into your field of vision as you go about your day.
Here’s the thing: Glass doesn’t
have a snowball’s chance in hell
of living up to its futuristic hype,
but I understand why so many
people want to believe it might.
Somewhere deep down, you
want to be a cyborg. We all do.
In fact, most of us already are.
As long as man has roamed
this world, we’ve sought and
invented new means to augment
our minds and bodies. Evolution
is painstakingly slow, but in our
DNA is writ of imagination and
the will to be smarter, better,
faster, stronger. Man has learned
to define its own evolution by building. And the most
elemental of the things we build are our tools.
The tools we create aren’t simply a measure of our collective
progress. They are actually the fundamental representation of
our capabilities, and in being so define us -- and are defined
by us -- as a people. Is it any wonder why primitive man’s
discovery of implements in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001 is so
indelible and iconic? Go far enough back and invention
explains the survival and existence of our species.
As it happens, most of us have been alive to witness the single
greatest revolution and expansion of individual capabilities
man has ever known. Not even twenty years ago it was still
unclear the role technology would play in our personal lives
-- or if it would play one at all. After all, the “personal” in
your personal computer was in reference to the fact that it
didn’t need to be housed in a university’s mainframe complex.
Otherwise there was simply nothing personal or individual
about it.
Invention carries a unique sense of inevitability and optimism
for the future, and we prepared, we waited. Surely Zork,
spreadsheets, and desktop publishing weren’t the upper
boundaries of our technological achievement. Then suddenly,
the Internet connected everything. And only a few years
later everything changed again when the wireless Internet
connected anything, anywhere. Our technology no longer
lived in isolation, trapped at a desk, hardwired to the wall,
narrowly defining the terms of its own use.
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Finally, our greatest inventions were emancipated. Free to
live with us in the world. Almost overnight, gadgets went
from geeky curiosities to our most essential tools for living.
As our devices represent our capabilities, they also serve as
metaphors for what we’re doing and how we’re experiencing
the world. Television is our (admittedly one-sided) metaphor
for presence. Your laptop, tablet, and cellphone are, as Steve
Jobs once put it, “bicycles for your mind.” Even our cameras
extend the resolution of our
visual memory, enabling us to
remember with perfect clarity
and communicate visually
as easily as we communicate
verbally.
Our devices mediate our
interactions and serve as an
external representation of
ourselves. When someone talks
on the phone in public, we
intuitively understand the hand
to the head and the obnoxious
single-sided dialogue -- just the
same as we understand what a
person sitting at a desk with a
machine represents.
Granted, a phone or a camera won’t improve the feeling I’ll
get when my wife gets home after a long trip, even though it
might help me remember to be at the airport on time to pick
her up, and to capture the moment with a photo. A Fitbit or
my geo-tracker won’t change the sense of accomplishment I
have after a long run, even though it might help me understand
where I did well, or how I might do better next time.
As we become increasingly engrossed in our tools the
metaphor shifts inward, seemingly dissimilating us from the
real world. The phone at the dinner table. The phone while
we’re walking. The phone all the time, always in your hand
with your eyes looking down. We fear that our connectedness
is also a wedge, driving us apart.
We’re only just beginning to learn how our newly augmented
lives will work within society, and our society will almost
certainly spend the next decade or two adapting -- trying
to stand on shifting sands as our technology paradoxically
connects and detaches us from one another.
Anyone who claims to know how things will look in even
five years is more than likely wrong, but at least two things
seem certain: we are what we use, and we tend not to move
backwards.
This article is commissioned by Qualcomm Incorporated. The
views expressed are the author’s own.
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